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Gilly must face the most evil villain of all in the second installment of this twisted fairy tale series.

Gilly's gone from zero to hero at Fairy Tale Reform School, but it's still not smooth sailing. Her new

villainous professor is the infamous pirate Blackbeard, and her newfound cool factor might be

making her act a bit more royal than she'd like to admit. When The Wicked One, aka Sleeping

Beauty's nemesis, breaks the Evil Queen out of the dungeon, Gilly realizes the kingdom is still far

from safe. Gilly and her friends must figure out who is trading secrets in the castle and how to stop

Alva from terrorizing Enchantasia - before she comes after the ones Gilly loves the most.
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"Charmed" the imaginary and exciting sequel to "Flunked" begins with Alva breaking the Evil Queen

Professor Harlow out of the dungeon at FTRS (Fairy Tale Reform School). There's never a dull

moment as students are encouraged to join Alva's rebellion to take over Enchantasia and destroy

the royal court, Headmistress Flora keeps disappearing, and a mole at the school is spilling secrets

to "the Wicked One".Gilly Copper, thief and pickpocket wants to help her friends find and overcome

the villain's diabolical plan so she decides to stay at the school and even joins the Royal

Ladies-In-Waiting Club under the leadership of Princess Rose (aka Sleeping Beauty) hoping to

ferret out vital information. But with everyone thinking of her as a hero and her popularity feeding

her ego, Gilly falls prey to the lure of Princess Rose's Club forsaking her friends and determined to

find the mole herself. Only with her father's wise words does she regret her behaviour and seek out



Maxine, Kayla, Jax and Ollie, knowing that only together can they get to the root of the problem.Jen

Calonita brings to life the magical world of FTRS where escapee Professor Harlow is helping the

Wicked One who once cursed Sleeping Beauty and the pirate Bluebeard has not only taken over as

coach of her fencing team, but seems to be romancing Madam Cleo. Fast-paced and humorous the

mystery mounts in a roller-coaster ride of twist and turns and cryptic clues that keep Gilly and Jax

baffled to the identity of the informant. I love this twist on classic fairy tales where the former villains

are respected professors, and one of the royal Princesses may have a dark selfish heart.
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